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Introduction
This report represents the result of the workshop in Basrah on 17th and 18th 
October 2010. The workshop was designed by the Ministry of Oil (MoO) in 
collaboration with Getenergy and Iraq Petroleum Consultancy, IPC, to be 
a platform to announce in detail the Ministry’s Strategy for Training and 
Technology Transfer  ‘according to article 26 of the standard service contract’.

The workshop opened with a detailed speech by Ms. Nihad Moosa, then 
Director General of the Training and Development Directorate and by a 
question and answer session hosted by Mr. Iqdam Hashim (then deputy DG). 
NB. Since the workshop it has formally been announced that Mr. Iqdam 
Hashim has become the DG of Training and Development Directorate in the 
MoO whilst Ms. Nihad Moosa has moved to head the State Company of Oil 
Project (SCOP).

Structure of Workshop
Following the formal opening session and the announcement and 
distribution of the MoO Strategy Paper, attendees were split into their pre-
designated workshop groups to begin their discussions. There were three 
workshop topics identified by the MoO as being priority areas for the event. 

Workshop Group One (the most popular session indicated by the number 
of attendees). 
Enhancing Capabilities and Utilisation of Existing Ministry of Oil Institutes. 

Workshop Group Two (the most advanced project being discussed at the 
events). 
Structure and Development of the New Ministry of Oil Basrah Petroleum 
College.

Workshop Group Three 
Creation of Iraq Oil Industry Drilling School.

Each of the workshop groups convened to discuss their various areas. 
The aim of the discussions was to build a professional presentation with 
recommendations to be delivered to the entire audience on the morning of 
18th October. Each group was provided with a group leader and facilitator. 
Group Three benefitted from facilitation by Mr. Norbert Van Beelen who is 
a Drilling Engineer from Shell with more than two decades of experience.

This report contains detailed notes from the presentations of each workshop 
group for the reference of readers. It also contains in Annex A the Training 
and Technology Transfer Strategy paper from the Ministry of Oil along with a 
list of attendees from Iraq and internationally. Getenergy will be pleased to 
connect interested parties with one another as required. 

Venue and Security Arrangements
The workshops proceeded smoothly and all delegates arrived and left safely. 
One of the main limiting factors preventing an even greater international 
presence at the workshops was concern about security. During the process 
of organising the workshops, Getenergy advised international participants 
that their security plans were their own responsibility and delegates needed 
to decide within their companies whether they would be able to attend.  A 
significant number of those who wanted to attend were unable to do so. 
Several International Oil Companies arranged for security firms to 
accompany them to the venue. In addition some stayed on the ‘COB’ which 
is the US run facility near to the airport in Basrah. Others chose to stay in 
local hotels, the most impressive of which is the Basra International Hotel 
(the newly refurbished hotel, previously known as the Sheraton). Reports 

indicated that this facility offered good quality accommodation of an 
international standard. 

Visas were obtained for a number of international delegates with support 
from Getenergy, the Ministry of Oil, the Ministry of Interior and the Ministry 
of Foreign Affairs. 

The venue for the workshop was the South Oil Company Cultural Centre. 
An excellent facility run by staff from the South Oil Company. The venue 
accommodation for events was of a high quality and requests of the 
organisers were swiftly and professionally handled. Getenergy understands 
that the management of the Centre wish to see greater use as a training 
facility with some investment required to make this possible.

Principal Points of Note from the Workshop
The following principal points were raised by participants during the course 
of the workshop:

• Companies read with great interest the details of the MoO Strategy Paper 
and congratulated the MoO on the open and transparent approach it had 
taken in organising the Basrah workshop to discuss the document. 

• Participants were particularly pleased with the manner in which Mr. 
Iqdam Hashim conducted the opening question and answer session 
where details were given of the MoO’s thinking and intentions behind the 
strategy. In addition companies were appraised of priorities concerning 
the deployment of the $5 Million USD  training commitments which each 
successful international company were committed to allocate to training as 
part of the contracts they had signed. 

• Companies were particularly exercised by page 5 of the strategy paper 
which specifies the training methods to be supported in priority order. There 
was much discussion about this order and also suggestions made from 
the audience concerning methods which had not been included. Ministry 
sources were interested to learn about these additional methods.

• An overriding message emerging from several of the workshop groups 
was the need to ensure the supply of qualified technician, maintenance and 
operator level staff as well as engineers and degree holding persons.

• There was a strong message from Workshop Group Two concerning the 
need to engage the Iraqi Higher Education establishments in discussions 
concerning new provisions to meet the skills requirements. In particular 
Basrah University graduates around 200 engineers from various disciplines 
each year who, because they do not have Petroleum Engineering degree, 
struggle to find employment. Conversion programmes were suggested 
as an important component of any new petroleum college to ensure full 
employment for those with engineering degrees. 

• Workshop  Group One also emphasised the scale of the support for training 
and education to meet the needs of the upstream oil/gas business with 
delegates talking about multiplying by ten the number of institutes to meet 
the technical and capability needs in the coming 3 – 5 years. 

• One of the key conclusions from the gathering which was widely supported 
in comments on feedback forms was the need to maintain the cohesion of 
the group beyond this workshop and to provide a vehicle under the guidance 
of the MoO to continue sharing information, international experience and 
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advice concerning the implementation of the strategy paper. 

Overall Conclusions
The workshops represented the first international meeting to discuss training 
and education for the oil and gas industry held in Iraq in living memory. 
The feedback forms and subsequent discussions and communication 
with delegates indicated that they were very successful and exceeded 
most people’s expectations. It was regrettable that not all international 
oil companies were able to be represented, but the participation by the 
majority added very significant value to the gathering. 

Whilst this MoO Strategy Paper is an important step along the road to linking 
skills and qualifications amongst ordinary Iraqi citizens with the needs of 
the oil and gas industry, the MoO recognises that the implementation of 
the strategy and the working relationship with IOC contractors, services 
companies and Iraqi and international universities, training providers and 
consultancies is essential to future success. It is hoped by the MoO and 
its partners in this event that we have taken a very important step in that 
direction. 

Phil Andrews
Getenergy Ltd.  

Introduction

IPC aim is to utilize the expertise and the skills of expatriate 
Iraqis worldwide in the oil and gas for the development oil and 
gas industry in Iraq.  

IPC knowledge of Iraqi culture, education and industries will 
provide it with better capabilities to carry out effective transfer 
of the knowledge and technology for the establishment of a 
national based expertise in oil and gas industries in Iraq.  IPC 
able to:

1. provide expertise knowledge to MoO, National Iraqi Oil 
companies & IOC.
2. improve the standard of appraisal and training for Oil and 
Gas industry in Iraq
3. develop curriculum for education and learning methods 
for Petroleum Engineering in universities and technical 
institutions in Iraq. 

Iraq Petroleum Consultancy is a registered company in the UK.
All correspondence to: abbas.alhussaini@gmail.com

Dr. Abbas Al-Hussaini
CEO
Iraq Petroleum Consultancy Ltd

Getenergy Team Biographies Iraq Petroleum Consultancy
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American University of Iraq-Sulaimani

Baker Hughes

Bell Amman

Eni

Eni - Corporate University

ExxonMobil

Gulf Reservoir Modelling Technology

Lukoil Mid-East Ltd

Lukoil Overseas Baltic Ltd

Luminus Group

Olive Group

Petrofac Training Services

Petronas

Petronor

PetroSkills

Schlumberger Technical Services

Shell

Shell (SIPD b.v)

Sonangol

Statoil

TOTAL 

Basrah Oil Training Institute   

Petroleum Research and Development Centre (PRDC)    

International Representation

There was participation from 20 international companies:

Attendees

 120 Attendees   8 Exhibiting companies   4 Media Partners

Facts & Figures

Overview

Getenergy for Iraq 2010 took place with the support of the Iraq Ministry of Oil at the South Oil Company Cultural Center, Basrah, Iraq 

from 17-18 October. It was the first meeting of its kind between international oil and gas companies and training companies with 

representatives from the Iraq oil and gas industry in Iraq. The meeting consisted of a series of in-depth workshops concentrating 

on the Iraq Ministry of Oil’s outline of objectives for future development.  In addition there was a small Learning Arena of table top 

exhibits. The key facts and figures are as follows:



“Thank you very much for the good organization of the event. All the sessions were successfully managed.” 

- Ahmed Elsherif, Operations Manager, Schlumberger
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Exhibiting Companies

For added value to the workshops there was a small table top exhibition.  The companies that were invited to take part in this were: 

• American University of Iraq-Sulaimani

• Bell Amman

• Getenergy Bridge 

• Kirkuk Oil Training Institute (KOTI)

• PetroSkills

• University of Baghdad

• Basrah Oil Training Institute

• Petroleum Research and Development Centre (PRDC)

Facts & Figures
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09:00 – 10:00   Arrival and Workshop Participant Registration. 
 On arrival participants will have their workshop group 

confirmed. In the case that companies are sending more 
than one participant, we respectfully request that each 
participant joins a different workshop group to help 
balance numbers. 

10:00 – 11.30   Official welcome, orientation and introductions.
 Phil Andrews, Chief Executive Officer, Getenergy Ltd.
 Dr. Abbas Al-Hussaini, CEO, Iraq Petroleum 
 Consultancy Ltd.
 
 Official Opening Speech announcing the Ministry of Oil 

policies of training and learning.
 Ms Nihad Moosa, Director General, Development and 

Training Directorate, Ministry of Oil, Republic of Iraq.

 Announcement of Ministry of Oil Training and Technology 
Transfer Strategy According to Article 26 of the Standard 
Service Contract.

 
 Speech by Leader of assigned Ministerial Team
 Mr Iqdam M. R. Hashim, Deputy Director General, 

Development and Training Directorate, Ministry of Oil, 
Republic of Iraq.

 The welcome speeches will be followed by an open 
discussion with all workshop participants. This is a unique 
opportunity to clarify questions concerning the MoO 
strategy and to raise other points concerning the delivery 
of Article 26 Commitments. The information gathered 
by participants in this session should be used to inform 
subsequent work in the break-out groups.

11:30  Coffee and Refreshments will be served in the Learning 
Arena immediately behind the seating area.

12:00  Group Workshops. Groups will be asked to move into the 
three allocated Workshop Rooms.  

 Registered Delegates will have been pre-allocated into 
three groups. Following the MoO introduction, delegates 
will assemble in one of three groups. Group work will deal, 
in detail with a specific topic to formulate ideas and action 
points into a report and presentation to be delivered in 
outline to all workshop participants on Day Two.

 Group One:  
 Facilitator: Peter Mackenzie Smith, Chairman, 
 Getenergy Ltd. 

 Enhancing capabilities and utilisation of existing Ministry 
of Oil Institutes. 

 - Detailing the existing capabilities of the institutes.
 - Actions required to meet the top three short term  

  infrastructure requirements.
 - Ideas to support institutes reaching international  

  teaching and learning standards and accreditation  
  for students. 

 - Achieving full utilisation of institutes – identifying and  
  ideas to overcome barriers.

 - Exploring the potential for international partnerships.
 - Provision for English language and cross-cultural training.
 
 

 Group Two: 
 Host Facilitator: Dr. Mohammed S. Al-Jawad, Prof. Dept. 

Petroleum Engineering, University of Baghdad, Liaison 
of the Ministry of Higher Education in the Ministry of Oil.

 Assistant Facilitator: 
 Phil Andrews, Chief Executive, Getenergy Ltd. 

 Structure and Development of New Ministry of Oil Basra 
Petroleum College. 

 - Discussion of the range of disciplines to be taught in line  
  with the MoO vision.

 - Ideas concerning the identification and training       
  of teaching staff. International and national recruiting  
  opportunities.

 - Creating and sustaining a mechanism for industry input  
  to curricular and assessment.

 - Exploring links between new MoO Iraq Petroleum College 
and existing Iraqi and international universities and  
  institutes.

 - Reviewing and responding to the infrastructure, facilities  
  and site plan.

 Group Three: 
 Facilitators: Norbert van Beleen, Shell
 Delio Guarnieri, ENI Corporate University 
 
 Creation of Iraq Oil Industry Drilling School. 
 - International and contractor collaboration to create and  

  build the school.

 - Examples of good practise from other countries.
 - Planning to teach to international standards – measuring  

  and monitoring teaching and curricula.
 - Discussion surrounding two yearly re-assessment of  

  students.
 - Exploring the role of simulation training and practical  

  experience.

12:45 – 14:00  Lunch break. Workshop delegates will be allocated 
tables.

14:00 - 15:45  Resuming Workshop Group work and preparation of 
interim report and presentation.

16:00   Close of Day One.

Sunday 17th October 2010

PROGRAMME - Day ONE
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Monday 18th October 2010

PROGRAMME - Day TWO

09:00 – 10:00  Welcome Back. 
 For security delegates will be asked to re-register for Day 

Two. Coffee and refreshments will be served.

10:00 – 10:45  Groups reconvene in workshop rooms to make final 
preparations for group report and presentations.

 MAIN HALL

10:45 – 11:15   Group One: 
 Enhancing capabilities and utilisation of existing Ministry 

of Oil Institutes: PRESENTATION.

11:15 – 11:30   Questions and responses for Group One.

11:30 – 12:00   Group Two: 
 Structure and Development of New Ministry of Oil Basra 

Petroleum College: PRESENTATION

12:00 – 12:15   Questions and responses for Group Two.

12:15 – 12:45  Group Three: 
 Creation of Iraq Oil Industry Drilling School: 

PRESENTATION

12:45 – 13:00  Questions and responses for Group Three.

13:00 -14:00    Lunch for all workshop participants.

14:00 – 14:45  Closing remarks and action plan/next steps from Iraqi 
Ministry of Oil.

14:45 – 15:10  Next Steps: Mr Phil Andrews, CEO, Getenergy Ltd

15:10               Workshop closes.

NB.  A full report with participant details, notes, flipchart and 
planning documents will be published after the workshop. 
Only Pre-Registered Delegates will be permitted through 
security cordons. 
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Ms Nihad Moosa, Director General, Development & Training Directorate - Ministry of Oil, Republic of Iraq

Ladies & Gentlemen, all of our valued guest good morning and thank you for coming. It is my honour and pleasure to be here with you today to celebrate 

the opening ceremony of the “Training and Technology Transfer” workshop, which is one of the most important workshops among those we need in the 

current stage. 

One year ago, fruitful Getenergy for Iraq 2009 workshop was held in Istanbul resulted in many constructive and productive results for developing the MoO 

relationships with their partners in the field of training and development on both national and international levels. 

Since then, many fundamental changes have occurred especially these changes that are related to the most important happening which is signing the 

service contracts to develop the Iraqi oil field in the first and second licensing rounds aiming to increase the oil production to reach 12 million b/a day during 

the next few years.  

These contracts are not only limited to develop the oil fields but also they target establishing sustainable mechanisms to develop the whole Iraqi petroleum 

industry. Thus, they take into consideration building capacities of the human resources in the oil sector and to insure transferring and adopting the modern 

technologies, therefore, Article 26 of the service contract is intended for the above mentioned targets under this Article, the contracting companies have 

committed to implement our plans in the field of training and technology transfer by allocating (5) million dollars annually (for each contract). 

Over these contracts, Iraq has strongly come back again to the global oil market and that requires instant and hard work to meet the international 

requirements of standards and values that the Iraqi oil industry were obliged to move away from, due to the policies we had through, war disasters and 

economical sanctions. Among these requirements are: developing human resources, and work systems and to cope with the technological progress. 

Therefore, it is very necessary to re-evaluate our MoO training and learning system in order that we could make the use of the last 8 decades experiences, 

which are the lifetime of the Iraqi oil industry, that passed through contrast circumstances and big challenges. We believe that this long experience has 

contained valuable lessons and distinguished experiences that represent a good base we could establish and build our strategies according to it. 

So, the MoO training strategy is based on the belief in the potential that we try hardly rescue it from the challenging accumulations and we endeavour to 

develop and direct it to the best to meet the new values and requirements related to our ambitious aims in increasing the production capacity and our 

attitudes adopted recently in which we try to create partners characterised by competency and efficiency.

This could be accomplished by:

 

 - Evaluating the existing infrastructure and reviewing the work systems to develop them. 

 - Establishing new infrastructure and adopting new work systems. 

 - Building Iraqi capacities in different fields especially the ones that become more dominating in this current reality founded by the  

    service contracts. 

 - Transferring technology and settling them by all available means, on top of it are scholarships delegations to the international 

    robust universities, and to develop and update the Research and Developing Centers. 

All of this could be done by coordinating and cooperating with the Stakeholders to ensure all the beneficial parties interests in accordance with the Article 

26 of the service contracts which aims at establishing mechanisms to develop the Iraqi oil industry through the partnership with the contractor companies. 

Once again, you are most welcome in this activity, hoping that your discussions and comments will contribute to enhance the Training & Technology 

Transfer, and hoping that your experiences will be reflected to enhance the axis and projects and mechanisms included in this strategy. 

At the end, I would like to express my deep thanks to Getenergy for their efforts to implement this workshop as well as big thanks to South Oil Company for 

hosting it. 

Wish you a pleasant stay. 

 

Opening Speech
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Ministry of Oil Strategy Committee Members joining Mr. Iqdam M. R. Hashim 

on the panel:

Haseeb Al Ali (SOC)

Kasim Hasan Haydir (MOC)

Abdullateef Mohamed Saeed (IDC)

Sabah Alkubaisy (NOC)

Azhar Hayat (SOMO)

Falah Mahdi Doeen (OEC)

[Tape starts]

In response to a question concerning what type of training labs the MoO 

envisages being included as part of infrastructure spend. Mr Iqdam M. R. 

Hashim answered as follows:

 ...we are not speaking about the operational labs, but about the quality 

control and research labs.

Comment from the floor

Training within Iraq needs to be improved so we do not need to send our 

trainees abroad.  Secondly we talked about the training priorities being 

on the job training, intensive and immersive courses and workshops and 

e learning.

Mr Iqdam M. R. Hashim

We are discussing expanding training opportunities in Iraq, but do not 

aim to exclude training courses outside of Iraq.  However, last year every 

course took place outside of Iraq, which was costly and inefficient.  The 

capabilities of local training will be improved to counteract this.  However, 

outside training provides us with a view on new training technologies.  The 

idea of intensive training is a good point, we have not previously had good 

knowledge of such training, but this is something we have gained from 

this Getenergy event.

Group Three Representative

Are the training and scholarships solely for company personnel?

Mr Iqdam M. R. Hashim

With regard to the scholarships this covers the first ranked graduates 

from the college and secondary schools, it is not a problem of where they 

are working, but it is based on their quality.  The training of operational 

workforce will be covered on the operational oil cost, this $5 million is 

subject to the technology transferring and enhancing the entire Iraqi oil 

industry, not only those working with IOCs.

Group Three Representative

Is there a plan for the implementation of the scholarship programme? 

Mr Iqdam M. R. Hashim

There will be a detailed five year plan containing the mechanisms and 

priorities for the scholarship programme.  We aim to have a standard 

programme to work with many of the globally important universities.  From 

now we have started to cooperate with the EU to learn about opportunities.  

This will take place before we start the scholarship programme.

Comment from the floor

Is there an opportunity for the training in the short term to be delivered in 

Jordan and other regional countries, or will it all occur in Iraq?

Mr Iqdam M. R. Hashim

We will make use of all the training opportunities in the short  and long 

term.  We will work to build and enhance our training capacities, and not 

to be an alternative to global training providers.

Comment from the floor

When transferring technology and creating effective training it is necessary 

to design a good programme.  Did the Ministry of Oil undertake a survey of 

the knowledge levels of its employees?

Mr Iqdam M. R. Hashim

This aspect is the main concern of the training and development 

directorate, we are working on this survey for the next four years.  Ms 

Nihad talked about evaluating and assessing the current situation in 

each discipline.  There are specified training programmes for HSE, the 

environment, inspection and others.  However, we need to go further with 

the surveys.  The main point that is required is the real data.  Sometimes 

when questionnaires are sent out there are contrasting results produced.  

We have some examples of different prioritisation across companies, even 

between companies who both work upstream.  We need assistance in 

these surveys.

Comment from the floor

Does the plan include graduates from other institutes in Iraq?

Mr Iqdam M. R. Hashim

Frankly, until now they have not been in the plan.  I think we will think 

about this over the coming years, but not now.  Graduating from the 

institutes to work as technicians we will start from the beginning, the 

main aspect of their study is not the same as those coming from academic 

institutions or universities.

Comment from the floor

I agree that for the training you have to ensure people develop 

competencies, for newcomers the challenge is to design appropriate 

training to help them meet the standards.

Mr Iqdam M. R. Hashim

We included a point about training for newly recruited staff in the strategy, 

in the Ministry of Oil we are working on our own onboarding programme.

Mr Iqdam M. R. Hashim

For such training methods we will prioritise on the job training with a 

coach or a mentor on site, the second priority is attending conferences in 

Opening Question and Answer Session with:
Mr. Iqdam M. R. Hashim, Deputy Director General, Development and Training



“The workshop produced very good results in the development and strengthening of relationships and the 
exchange of information with others.” 

- Abdel Latif Mohamed Said, Chief Engineer, Iraq Drilling Company
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order to exchange ideas.  Classroom training, means a room with a lecturer 

and a blackboard.  This is the third priority as it is focused on theory, not 

site working.

Facilitator

Getenergy is committed to being of service to the Ministry of Oil and 

the Iraqi oil and gas industry in the long term, which is why we are here 

today.  We exist to facilitate the link between providers of learning and 

the oil and gas operators, Iraq underlines why that is important.  This 

country is a representation of what Getenergy seeks to achieve through 

its global and regional meetings and the Getenergy Bridge software tool.  

Iraq’s future success will unequivocally depend not only on ensuring that 

the leadership in skills and workforce development remains and happens 

in Iraq, but also that international universities, training companies and 

institutes will play a roll in ensuring the next steps are fast and in the right 

direction.  It is a pleasure to be holding this in Basrah and what we have 

achieved this morning is exactly the spirit of what Ms Nihad and her team 

want to see throughout the meeting.

Opening Question and Answer Session with:
Mr. Iqdam M. R. Hashim, Deputy Director General, Development and Training



“The services are good, but the time dedicated to work is limited to 2 days, which is a very short time. We 
would like to make this period longer in the future.” 

- Salam Eissa Nasser, Chief Engineer, Oil Training Institute Baiji
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Key Points and Next Steps
Enhancing Capabilities and Utilisation of Existing Ministry of Oil Institutes

• A coordinating committee between the Ministry and international and national oil companies is needed to sustain relationships, discuss plans, submit  

  projects, define the needs of oil companies and make recommendations to the Ministry of Oil.

• Individuals from international oil companies should be represented on the board of directors to provide advice to management.  This may need special  

  efforts to work on legislation.

• There is an increasing need for a complete reequipping of the institutes to international standards; this is needed so students are not trained on     

  outdated machinery.

• The institutes should be developed through assessing the curriculum against international standards.  The trainers need to be developed through  

  concentrated courses on their subjects.  Also, the latest technology for the workshops is needed.  These improvements would benefit the oil companies.

Structure and Development of New Ministry of Oil Basrah Petroleum College (BPC)

• Marketing of the college has to take into account international and national sectors.  Internationally the focus should be on BPC offering international oil    

  companies support in their goal of increasing nationalisation in their workforce.  Within Iraq the focus should be on the college being unique within the  

  country.

• To improve the management of the college all documentation,  communication and teaching should be in English. 

• All teaching and administrative staff should have to meet specific conditions.  Additionally the curriculum should be reviewed annually to check it is 

  in-line with industry requirements.

• Site visits and discussions with people in the industry are vital if the goal is to produce competent graduates.  Also the students should be allowed to  

  work with real data from the industry in preparation for their working life.

• The college could run conversion courses to allow graduates from other engineering disciplines to move into the oil and gas industry.

• Dialogue is essential with existing higher education institutions - there is enough work for everyone.

Creation of Iraq Oil Industry Drilling School

• It was discussed that  ‘drilling’ school is not the right word for the institution. It should offer much wider services than this. Appropriate alternatives could    

  be” Drilling and Well Services School” or “Vocational Institute for Drilling, Completions Well Interventions” or Technical Training Centre”.

• IOC members should create a list of competencies at each job level from their point of view, which would then be added to by an English language  

  specialist. This must also include drilling contractors and service companies.

• Onsite programmes will develop workers’ skills and competencies, and can take place before the drilling school is complete. Appropriate programme  

  and  curriculum must be in place to support this.

• The drilling school will not replace any drilling departments in colleges or institutes since the trainees will go through training programmes rather than  

  an academic curriculum.  Rather it will enhance capabilities and capacities of people working in drilling.

• An advisory board is needed for the drilling school which would include IOC members advising on best practice for the new Iraq training scheme. This  

  board should include two major drilling contractors as well as two main service companies.

I.

II.

III.
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Annexes

Workshop 3 / Creation of Iraq Oil Industry Drilling School
Delio Guarnieri Technical Training Manager, ENI Corporate University

Annex C: List of Participants

Workshop 2 / Structure and Development of New Ministry of Oil Basrah Petroleum College
Dr Mohammed Saleh Aljawad, Baghdad University

Annex B: Minutes from Workshops 
Workshop 1 / Enhancing Capabilities and Utilisation of Existing Ministry of Oil Institutes 
Mr. Abdalsatar Hamid Shneet, Basrah Oil Training Institute

Annex A: Ministry of Oil Training and Technology Transfer Strategy
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According to Article “26” of the Standard Service Contract

First: General Principles

1. This strategy is based on the purposes of Article 26 of the standard Service

Contract, which has been signed with the contracting companies. This

strategy is briefed by the following:

• Developing capacities in the oil sector to meet the international

industry standards adopted by the service contracts and to fulfill the

commitments by our side.

• Transferring modern technology to be adopted by the oil sector to

scale up the oil and gas productivity to the level the contracts aim to

and within the principles of maintaining the Iraqi hydrocarbon

resources.

• Developing and backing up the Iraqi oil industry including (but not

limited to) exploration, drilling, construction and oil service activities.

2. The strategy is set on the basis of optimum investment to the amounts 

the contracting companies should pay to insure:

• Meeting oil sector needs, the current needs and the ones expected

to appear later, in the axis of the abovementioned item (1), and to

schedule these needs by priority.

• Focusing on the infrastructure major projects (on the sector level)

and not to be scattered on several and minor projects, in order to

avoid repetition.

• Enhancing the infrastructure of the training, teaching and

technology transfer in the direction of reducing the dependence on

the abroad training that should be limited to the subjects that

require having awareness on the international modern technology.

3. This budget is not an alternative to the annual budgets usually allocated 

to training and technology transfer (investment and current budgets by 

their two parts, the capital and operating), but, it is rather an additional 

budget supporting such activities or making up for these budgets if any.

Second: objectives:

• Developing the infrastructure of the training and technology transfer

existing in the Ministry of Oil (oil training institutes, Petroleum Research

and Developing Centre, Research and Quality Control departments in the

companies, existing training centers in the Ministry and the affiliated

companies).

• Adding new elements to the infrastructure of the training and technology

transfer (Basrah Petroleum College, Iraqi Drilling School (IDS), specialist

training centers, etc...).

• Training and developing staff (including scholarships).

• Backing and assisting the educational and training institutions related to

the oil sector (universities, research centers outside the sector) and

developing them to improve their outcomes that serve the oil industry.

Third: Main domains:

• Technology transfer.

• Developing administrative system to meet international standards.

• Requirements resulted from the new contracts of the sector (hereunder

explained in details).

• Activities recently introduced to the sector (Metering and Custody Transfer,

Environment, etc...).

• Training programs for the newly recruited staff.

Requirements resulted from the new contracts of the sector

1. Developing capacities to meet the obligations that the contracts 

necessitate on the Ministry and the National companies.

2. Developing capacities to safeguard the Iraqi interests, among them are:

• (Minimum cost + maximum revenue yields for the Iraqi government +

maximum recovery factor).

• Metering, monitoring, and auditing operations.C

• Verifying that the petroleum operations are running in accordance with

the prevailing Iraqi laws and instructions and pursuant to the international

oil industry standards.

• Technology transfer and training.

• Local content.

3. “Wise” management of the new relations network (Ministry, National

Company, contractor, sub contractor, government partner, consultants,

etc…)

4. Alleviating the language and cultural barriers among all parties:

• Developing the English language level of the Iraqi staff (everyday

language, language for certain purposes).

• Having awareness of the other’s culture and heritage and showing

respect to costumes, traditions, religious varieties, etc…).

•  Values and standards adopted by different parties.

5. Building the necessary infrastructure to increase production and export

(ports, roads, crude oil and gas transportation, training institutions, etc…)

6. Developing the Iraqi oil industry capacities (especially the state 

companies) including Drilling oil company, Exploration oil Company, and 

Annex A: 
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State company of Oil Projects in order to meet the international standards 

and to enter into competition for tenders offered by contracting companies.

Fourth: The 2010 Plan indicators:

This strategy could be a guide to diagnose the activities required to be 

supported or funded by the amounts resulted from Article (26) of the 

Standard Service Contract signed with the contracting companies.

In accordance with the abovementioned, the Committee has identified 

priorities of 2010 to include:

A) Infrastructure projects:

The infrastructure projects hereunder are the important ones whereby

working process has reached reasonable steps to be as first priorities:

1. Basrah Petroleum College (feasibility study by (US) University CSM

funded by Chevron, expected to be submitted in Oct. 2010).

2. Iraqi Drilling School (IDS). Iraqi Drilling Company (IDC) is in the phase of

constructive negotiations with companies to have awareness of their

capacities regarding this project.

3. Developing Oil Training Institutes (discussions have already started with

many parties and working progress have reached reasonable steps

especially with the British Institution OPITO to sign a Memorandum of

Understanding , its purpose is to evaluate the state of these institutes

and to set standards to their graduates , and then a developing plan is to

be set later).

4. Integral and complete training centers in (north, south, and central one

in Baghdad).

5. Developing the labs of South, North, Misan, and Oil Exploration

companies.

6. Developing the Petroleum Research and Developing Center (PRDC).

7. Developing the English language programs (new language labs).

8. Building capacities project (Competency).

9. Application project of ISO.

B) Training:

First Axis:

1. Certificates to Drilling personnel.

2. Certificates to engineering inspection personnel.

3. Welding certificates.

4. Metering certificates.

Second Axis

1‐ Training of trainers TOT

2‐ The HSE ‐ program

3‐ Legal , finance, auditing

4‐ Contractors and negotiation

5‐ Human resources and training

6‐ Marketing and economic

Third Axis: petroleum operation

1‐ Modern advanced specific training in the required disciplines to 

implement the petroleum operations starting from exploration to export. 

It aims at preparing qualified technical staff that could meet our companies’

commitment towards the signed contract and sustain the hydrocarbon

resources

Priorities of training methods

1‐ On job training

2‐ Conference, seminars and workshop

3‐ Class room courses

4‐ E‐learning

C) Academic studies: scholarships:

• This plan covers the first rank graduates from the colleges and secondary

schools

• This plan will not be implemented in 2010 due to lack of time to implement

the necessary procedures

First: a five year plan should be set (2011‐2015) by Training & Development

Directorate based on oil companies needs, Oil sector affiliates should be

acquainted with plan before the final approval

Second: higher studies subjects and thesis should be concerned with actual

need of the Iraqi petroleum industry (current problems, developing 

operation etc…). 

The main priorities will be:

1) Geology and Geophysics.

2) Reservoir, Production of Oil & Gas Engineering.

3) Economics of Energy.

4) Well Drilling, work over Completion.

5) Accounting.

6) Human Resource.

7) Information Technology.

Forth: The Application Methodology.

• After the contracting companies submit the determined training plans and

agree upon their content with national companies (in the light of above

mentioned strategy and indicators). these plans will be sent to Training&

Development Directorate in Oil Ministry headquarter to be approved in

accordance with the strategy and to avoid repetition in the already covered

activities.

Annex A: 
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Annex A: 
Ministry of Oil Training and Technology Transfer Strategy

• After the approval of the said plans mainly the allocation of the entitled

money to the different work domains, the companies work on the

implementation of the training and the infrastructure of the national

companies (i.e. SOC, NOC, and MPC).

• Scholarship plan should be implemented by T&D. Directorate in the

Ministry headquarter to ensure optimum utilization and presenting equal

opportunities to the applicants of these scholarship.

• T&D. Directorate supervise of implementing national infra‐structure

project.

• Annual revision of strategy will be done. The Committee will set standards

and guidelines for the annual plan after studying results of the last year and

evaluating it.

• Activating Article (26.5) that states “the companies shall separately

negotiate, in good faith and on reasonable terms, technical assistance

agreements with ROC whereby every company may make available

commercially proven technology and information of a proprietary nature

for use in the Republic of Iraq by the ROC and its affiliates”.

Sixth: Expenditure Mechanism

A Fund will be established for the purposes of this strategy that all revenues

coming from contracts, signed according Article 26 shall be transferred to it 

at the beginning of each year. These amounts are classified according to job 

numbers (to each filed of contracting fields), costs centers (for every activity 

included in strategy’s activities) which are appropriate to approved training 

plans and the above mentioned procedures.

The authority to withdraw from this fund shall be granted to the General

Directors (for training activity) and Deputy Minister for upstream operations. 

(For scholarships and developing infra‐structure activities).

This fund will ensure

• Following implementation by paying for the activities

•  Providing a chance to compare between the different elements of

implementation, especially cost element.

• Collecting the necessary amounts needed for implementation national

project, because, it is hard to pay for these project in the case that the

amounts of money for every contractor company stay alone.

Seventh Percentages Allocation

The due amounts will be allocated as below:

• Training 50% out of the amount

• Scholarship 25% out of the amount

•  Infra‐structure 25% out of the amount

Where scholarships have been postponed for this year 2010, their 

percentage will be added to training for this year only.

These percentages shall be revised every year according to relevant updates.
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Annex B: Minutes from Workshops
Workshop 1 / Enhancing Capabilities and Utilisation of Existing Ministry of Oil Institutes 
Mr. Abdalsatar Hamid Shneet, Basrah Oil Training Institute

I. Introduction

The groups discussed the topic after a brief on the training institute 

capabilities from the Director Generals of Basrah and Kirkuk training 

institutions.  The group was made aware of challenges to be met to reach 

the target of 12 million barrels which has been set by the Ministry of Oil.  

We reached four main conclusions, each of which has been thoroughly 

analysed and discussed.

II. The Relationship between Oil Companies and Institutes

Our discussions led to several recommendations.  There is a necessity 

to establish a coordinating committee to sustain relationships, discuss 

plans, submit projects, define the needs of oil companies and make 

recommendations to the oil institute managers or training development 

directorate within the Ministry of Oil.  This committee could constitute 

representatives from the Ministry of Oil, every institute and from each oil 

company.

The second recommendation is to expand the authority of institute 

managers, in order to cover defined activities.  There should be terms 

of reference between oil companies and institutes, specifying the 

commitments and obligation of each side in the relationship.  An example 

of this relationship could be through the sponsorship of scholarships for 

educating and graduating a specific number of students in the institutes.  

Lastly, there should be provision for English language and cross cultural 

training.

III. Competency and Standards

Anton Gakhov, Training Manager, Lukoil Mid-East Ltd

We have reached some key points and ideas; the first is to survey the 

current situation in standards.  One option is to use the current standards 

from international oil companies, in this case the existing international 

petroleum standards from the training centres in Aberdeen or Houston 

could be used.  The alternative is to develop a system of standards in Iraq 

and modify them.

From our discussions we think it is necessary to undertake a full skills 

assessment of the Iraqi oil and gas industry, this would give the trainers an 

understanding of the training needs.  Our advice is to source appropriate 

trainers to enable this, perhaps by inviting international instructors to help 

set new standards and develop local trainers.  The last option is to make 

the relationships between training institutions and the industry more 

collaborative.

IV. How to Implement a Successful Reform Programme

Mohammed Rasheed Majeed, HR and Training, Sonangol

Our group discussed the successful methods for reforming the training 

institutes.  The first main point is the importance of English language 

training.  Second is how to attract the students to apply to the institutes.  

Over the past years many of the students accepted have been at the lower 

level, and have not had any other options.  The aim for Basrah should be to 

attract students with high marks.  This could be achieved through offering 

recruitment guarantees and other incentives, perhaps the top 10% of the 

students could be entitled to go to university.  Thirdly, we need to evaluate 

the capabilities of teachers and trainers to find the weak points and 

consider how to upgrade these.

Another point about upgrading capabilities is through exchanging 

knowledge and experience by linking up with international institutes 

over periods such as summer holidays.  This could assist in upgrading the 

level of the instructors.  Although many of the points have been focused 

on people, the curriculum should be assessed and evaluated to match it 

with the industry, international standards, annual revision should occur to 

check that it is still relevant.  This could be carried out by a specialised firm.

The management and decision makers should be improved by the 

addition of some members from international oil companies to the board 

of directors.  This would allow improvements to the level of decisions 

within the institutes.  The last point is to modernise the equipment, 

technology and laboratories within the institutes.  This should take place in 

parallel with the similar developments of equipment in the oil companies.

V. Leadership, Management and Finance

Peter Mackenzie Smith

The group talked about the important points in leadership, management 

and other areas in the institutes.  In terms of development of the 

management, there is a need to improve the capabilities of the current 

and future staff.  It is not sufficient to appoint people with technical 

qualifications, there must be experience and management skills present 

within the organisation.  Secondly, the curriculum must be upgraded and 

relationships with end users, the oil companies, have to be improved.

There is an increasing need for a complete reequipping of the institutes to 

international standards; it is pointless training people solely on outdated 

equipment.  

Finally, the group believe it is necessary to increase the salaries and 

conditions of service of people working in the institutes and those working 

on training within the oil companies.  Iraq is part of a region in which it has 

to compete with other companies in the education and training areas, and 

to do that Iraq has to provide the kind of salaries and conditions which will 

retain skilled people.

VI. Questions and Answers

Comment from the floor

An assessment of English language was mentioned, how is this carried out 

in accordance with internationally recognised practices?

Abdalsatar Hamid Shneet

English language is a must for having relationships with companies.  

There should be provision made for training for both sides, students and 
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teachers.  Students will be working in the companies and teachers need a 

certain level too.

Comment from the floor

What steps should be taken to achieve this?

Abdalsatar Hamid Shneet

The specific details are for the Ministry of Oil and the oil companies to 

work on.  The UK embassy in Basrah has a programme on this, and other 

companies can possibly help too.

Comment from the floor

Did you reach a plan for upgrading the infrastructure of the institutes?

Abdalsatar Hamid Shneet

Speaking for the Basrah Oil Training Institute and for the managers of the 

other institutes in Iraq, we have plans to develop the institute through 

three categories.  First to assess the curriculum against international 

standards, next to develop it according to that standard.  Also the trainers 

need to be developed through concentrated courses on the subjects they 

teach; these courses should be both inside and outside of Iraq.  We also 

have to provide instruments and equipment for the existing workshops 

to allow them to be at international standard.  These are what we think 

should be developed, and think it is in the benefit of the oil companies for 

these to take place.

Comment from the floor

Do you have a plan for students to get HND qualifications in the disciplines?

Abdalsatar Hamid Shneet

So far we are concentrating on the technician diploma, which is according 

to our capabilities and we think there is a need for 100,000 people at this 

level in the industry.  Other facilities, such as universities and the petroleum 

college in Basrah, will take care of students at different levels.

Annex B: Minutes from Workshops 
Workshop 1 / Enhancing Capabilities and Utilisation of Existing Ministry of Oil Institutes 
Mr. Abdalsatar Hamid Shneet, Basrah Oil Training Institute

Enhancing capabilities of existing 
Ministry of Oil training institutes

Key focus for the group discussion

• Standards and competencies

• Successful implementation criteria

• Leadership, management and finance

• Technical training 

• Non-technical subjects

• Ensure that the companies are satisfied with the number and quality of  

  graduates

Regions to be considered

  • Baghdad

  

  • Basrah

  

  • Kirkurk

  

  • Baiji

 

Team 1 
Overarching priorities
• English language

• Attracting the students

• Assessing the teaching and training staff (specialised, international focus)

• Building relationship between oil companies and the institutes

• Exchanging knowledge, experiences, with similar international     

  institutions. 

• Scanning, evaluating the curriculum; text books, labs and workshops.

• To include specialist IOC member on the board of directors

• Modernizing and developing the devices and equipment.

• Short, time efficient courses

Team 2 
Standards and competencies needed by the industry
• Performs a scientific survey on the best practice to set the industry  

  standard; use IOC standards or audit existing standards and modify  

  (basic /intermediate/advanced)

• Skill assessment is needed by each company

• Develop trainers for the future (start with international trainers and  

  phase them out by local ones gradually)

• Provide flexibility to the training institutes

Workshop One - Flip Chart Notes
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I. Introduction

I am a member of the team for Basrah Petroleum College (BPC) planning 

the first phase, BPC is a new national college with international recognition, 

and we are planning to have six programmes, three in the technical part 

– petroleum engineering, process engineering and geology/geophysics, 

and three in administration.  The college will be administrated by the 

Dean, and the board of trustees will be members from national and 

international oil companies, from the Ministry of Oil, the Ministry of Higher 

Education and a student body.  The college is ready for implementation, 

the Ministry of Oil has allocated a budget and 200,000m2 for the college.  

In 2011 we are going to announce tenders for preparing the site and begin 

staff recruitment.

II. Marketing the Basrah Petroleum College

Mohamad Isham Isnin, Petronas

1) Concerns

Once the college is built the next part of the strategy is the marketing 

to entice people to study in the college.  The team has concerns which it 

thinks should be considered.  One is the location of the college.  It should 

not be too far for students and faculty members to travel.  It has to be close 

to a town with infrastructure, or the Ministry of Oil has to invest more in the 

surrounding area.  Staff profiling is important, as the market trends have 

to be considered when hiring staff.  If this is not done then the college will 

produce good engineers without positions for them to fill.

Having an end state in mind is crucial, both in terms of the physical 

college and in equipment.  What manpower is needed, what knowledge 

is required, who do you benchmark against?  Is the goal to be similar to 

Colorado School of Mines (CSM), Georgetown University or someone else?  

Crucially, BPC is unique, which countries do you want to cater to the needs 

of?  Will it be purely for Iraqis or will it work with other countries in the 

region?

2) International Marketing

How will BPC be marketed?  There are two fronts to consider   international; 

how to portray BPC to the world market?  The first approach would be  to 

say that BPC is answering your needs to find host country nationalities.  

International oil companies are in the process of moving to nationalisation 

of companies, we have to fill the vacant positions with Iraqis.  BPC can 

find these people for the companies.  BPC can position itself as the first 

college focusing purely on the oil and gas industry in this part of the 

world.  Additionally, the team queried whether BPC could be a platform for 

converting the technical engineering know how or academic qualification 

of workers into oil and gas industry related knowledge.

3) Local Marketing

There is also the local front, the college is for Iraqis.  BPC can be promoted 

to students as once they have graduated they will have a better life, job 

and salary.  Secondly it is the only college in Iraq in the industry.  It offers 

specialised skills for the industry.  Collaboration with internationally 

recognised universities is important, BPC should capitalise on the partners 

when promoting itself to employers.  These other universities possess up 

to date technology and facilities and skilled lecturers who could teach your 

students.  You can promote yourself as a place where students can find 

funding, provided they get good results.  BPC will then be the top college 

for Iraqis.  The other thing is that BPC has the practical experience at the 

end of the academic course.  Students can go to the industry for practical 

training, this is something companies want from the students.

III. Management and Leadership

Dr. Maha Abdul Ameer, Head of Petroleum Department, Baghdad University

Our group felt that a partnership between national and international oil 

companies, two international universities (CSM and Baghdad University) 

and the Ministries of Oil and Higher Education and Scientific Research form 

an excellent team and have a great chance for success in establishing BPC.

There are some minimum requirements of management and organisation 

for the proposed college.  This includes the establishment of a board of 

trustees, a group of professionals appointed by high level government 

representatives, which has the authority to choose the Dean of the college.  

Second, the advisory committees setting up different levels of these 

must be in direct contact with the Dean and other advisors representing 

proposed departments of the college.  Also, there should be units working 

on continuous education, research and development, student affairs, 

public relations, HR, financial affairs and housing.

Dr Kareem Abdulhassan Alwan, PRDC

To improve the management of the college all documentation and 

communication should be in English.  Although this will result in some 

problems with other offices the management have to resolve this as it 

is important to use the language.  BPC should be directed by Ministry of 

Oil as they provide the funding.  The Dean should have a PhD and good 

knowledge and relations with the Iraqi oil and HE sectors in order to 

improve management performance.  Additionally, a good relationship 

with research centres inside and outside Iraq is key.  Teaching staff should 

be chosen from high degree holders from Ministry of Oil who want to 

join BPC and from national and international lecturers.  We need specific 

conditions for anyone to join the teaching staff.  The same rules should 

apply to administrative and financial staff.

Finding suitable housing will be necessary for attracting the best staff and 

students for the college.  The team thought that international experienced 

assistants to support the manager of BPC should be recommended 

and approved by the board.  A system of annual evaluation carried out 

by the board and all sponsors, international oil companies, national oil 

companies, would be useful to correct the direction and level of BPC.  As 
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the management works to improve the environment of the college it 

would impact well on others in the area.

IV) Objectives and Strategies

Dr Mohamed Naser Hossain, PRDC 

1) Introduction

In our team we tried to make an integrated solution for BPC, starting with 

how to market it, then the management and leadership, and then the 

objectives and strategy.  How can we make this college meet the aims of 

the Ministry of Oil?  This need is for international standard graduates to 

help the Ministry and the country meet the demands of 4 billion barrels 

of oil within a few years.

2) Interaction

The first point is that we have to have a full interaction between the 

college and the organisations and societies, the international and national 

oil companies.  From day one these companies should be involved; when 

students have their first introductory course, we need to make them go 

to the rigs and visit sites.  We need to take production performance data 

and give it to the students.  Never mind confidentiality, let the students 

practise on it.  It is necessary if we are serious about having a competent 

fresh graduates, let us have regular site visits of students to the offices of 

oil companies, talking to management and senior staff.  The same staff 

could reciprocate by delivering lectures at the school.

The training should not just be in the final year, it should be summer 

training where students go to the companies and work on the real data 

and talk to people already employed in the sector.  This will encourage the 

students and we need people to love the industry.

We can guarantee jobs to the top students, but it is vital to change the 

reputation of the industry, this is already a serious problem in North 

America and Western Europe.  When students are asked for their opinion 

on the industry they are not enthused, the news shows a dirty industry, 

the students think of deserts and oil flares.  We need to show students 

that it is a professional industry using computers and modern technology.

3) Unemployment

How can BPC help solve the problems of unemployment?  The President 

of Basrah University told us that we have 200 electrical, chemical, and 

mechanical engineers who graduated from the university but do not have 

jobs.  BPC can help in solving this.  It could implement converter to help 

such people become petroleum engineers.  Aramco ran a campaign on 

this in 2007 2008.  Using an intensive training programme over six months 

they converted 170 mechanical/chemical/electrical/instrumentation 

engineers into assistant drillers.

V. Questions and Answers

Comment from the floor

What is the representation of the Ministry of Higher Education in the BPC 

project?  When creating the project what reference points were used for 

the existing infrastructure in Iraq for petroleum engineering education? 

Comment from the floor

The contribution from the Ministry of Higher Education is that I work 

for them, but am working for Ministry of Oil.  In the future the Ministry 

of Higher Education will have a representative on the board of trustees, 

the administration will be within the vision of the ministry and the two 

Ministries will correspond on the diploma offered by BPC.  The thoughts 

about establishing a new college was that we need quality rather than 

quantity.  We require international recognition, which does not currently 

exist in Iraq.

Comment from the floor

The global and international trend is to have a specialised petroleum 

industry related college, such as in Abu Dhabi or Dubai.  Globally and 

regionally there is a tendency to build a specialised industry university.

Comment from the floor

The goal for the college is for it to become responsive to the need of 

national and international oil companies, yet you are suggesting it should 

be managed by the Ministry of Oil?

The higher authority and administration will be through the Ministry of 

Oil, but the participation of international universities and oil companies is 

welcome, but not at the Dean or Assistant Dean level.

Comment from the floor

State owned institutions are monitored by the Iraqi government, and that 

will not provide you with the flexibility you want in the strategy.

Comment from the floor

It is not illegal to make a contract with any foreigner to work in a state 

establishment, organisations can bring professors and department heads 

in from outside Iraq.  In the University of Baghdad in the 1970s and ‘80s we 

had many foreign professors teaching specialised courses.
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Development of Basrah Petroleum College

   • 2004 -  MoO/ Chevron/ CSM venture

   • Basrah University/ Baghdad University

   • 2012, begin producing 25 graduates per year; 120 by 2016

   • International standards

   • MoO ownership

   • BSc degree in four years

   • MSc and Phd

   • Training centre

   • English language teaching

   • Employability – Basrah Petroleum College and international accreditation to be recognised in the industry

Will answer to your need for HCN engineers.                       First college focusing on Oil and Gas industry

Students

   • Better way of life in future

   • Secured future income

   • Specialised skill

   • Better opportunity to do OJT in international companies – theory and practical 

   • Collaboration with famous international oil and gas universities

Parents

   • Cost of sending children to BPC

   • Funding based on results

   • High tech in foreign universities

   • Can be good learning curb for students

   • Chances to be absorbed in international company is high

International Benefits

Basrah Petroleum College

Local Involvement

Concerns
Location away from city; problem 
for students?
Do we have enough positions 
available for graduates?
Profile of college – are we clear 
what we want?
Which other country in region 
interested in sending to BPC?

 =- 
Workshop Two - Flip Chart Notes
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Development of Basrah Petroleum College
Introduction to BPC, given by Dr Mohammed Saleh Aljawad

Programs

   1. Petroleum and reservoir engineering

   2. Geology and geophysics

   3. Process engineering

   4. Energy economics

   5. Industrial management

   6. International and domestic oil and gas law and contracts 

Tuition Fees

   - Contracting with the Ministry of Oil

   - Contracting with an International Oil Company

   - Contracting with any other organization 

   - Paying as a freelance student

Funding

   • Government of Iraq

   • Ministry of Oil

   • National Oil Companies

   • Make use of the training funds stipulated in Article 26 of oilfield development contracts

   • International Oil Companies

   • Service oil companies

   • Student fees

   • Fees of conducting Research and Studies

   • Local governments

   • Any other donations

Board of Trusties (10)

   1. Chair: A highly placed official in the MoO

   2. One representative of the Ministry of Higher Education

   3. Two representatives of the NOCs (one “upstream, one “downstream,”)

   4. One representative from the IOCs

   5. Dean of BPC

   6. One representative from the international universities

   7. One “at large” member chosen by the MoO

   8. One representative from the industry advisory group

   9. One representative from the student body (voting only on appropriate issues)
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I. Introduction

Our subject was the creation of an Iraqi drilling school able to provide the 

necessary knowledge and competency to Iraqi technicians and engineers 

in the framework of an international qualification.  The challenges and 

possible barriers were discussed, including finance, the involvement of 

Iraqi education and training bodies, the contribution of international oil 

companies and the issue of English language study.  We considered the 

immediate necessities and a long term view in terms of international 

accreditation.  We discovered that these two points could be contrasted.  

Therefore, we drafted a possible strategy able to match these two issues.

II. Challenges

Mr Abd al lateef Mohamed Saeed, IDC

We want to establish a school for drilling in Basrah, especially in South Iraq, 

with an area of 2,000m2, the target of the school is to improve the students 

to international standards.  Additionally, improvements are needed 

to ensure the capabilities of the staff are at the same level as is work on 

how we attain national and international certificates.  The school will not 

be solely for the IDC, but for the entire oil and gas industry, including 

international students.

III. Strategic Steps to Achieve Targets

Peter Frey, Luminous Group/Bell Amman

I hope what we will discuss is a synthesis of all the ideas talked about today, 

I view learning as a social activity.

[Discussion of outline plan]

The physical site is where the drilling school is placed, the internal structure 

is the heart and soul of making the school something that lives and 

breathes.  Communication skills are crucial, and we have benchmarked the 

general level of technicians and drillers, which would be for 400 individuals 

at IELTS level four.  The second block is the matrix of responsibilities.  We 

propose that IOC members create a list of competencies for each job 

level and then an English language specialist would add the necessary 

competencies from their point of view.  The assessment would be a joint 

effort between the Ministry and IOCs.  The school can start immediately as 

buildings are not required to start training at the well side.

Additionally, the financial aspect has begun, the proposal for this is a model 

that worked in Jordan where the government and private sector contribute 

to the construction of a learning institute and in exchange they agree to 

hire graduates from that organisation.  That provides a full circle where the 

role of foreign direct investment begins to diminish.  Conceptually this is a 

number of circles that interconnect.

Iqdam M. R. Hashim

It will be a lengthy process, but we have a need for critical skills to be gained 

by workers in the industry, we know we need rapid training programmes 

for HSE and rapid programme for transferring technology.  Last year there 

were many new rigs built, which were equipped with new technology, but 

it was not new internationally.  It is not necessary to wait for the complete 

drilling school, we can start onsite programmes, while at the same time we 

will develop our workers’ skills and competencies, but also enhance the 

competencies of our trainers and assess our programmes and final results.  

All these aspects will be very valuable for IDC and for other disciplines 

considering their own schools within the industry, such as a school for 

inspections.  It is clear that we will need more specified training or schools.  

This will be the start for many qualification centres.

IV. Questions and Answers

Comment from the floor

Will it be a school?

Iqdam M. R. Hashim 

Frankly speaking it will be a specified drilling training centre, but it is not a 

conventional one, it will be dedicated for all the disciplines working in the 

industry.

Comment from the floor

What level of students?

Iqdam M. R. Hashim

This ‘school’ will not displace any of the drilling departments in the colleges 

or institutes; it will enhance capabilities and capacities of people working 

in drilling.  The trainees will go through training programmes rather than 

an academic curriculum.

Comment from the floor

How many people will go through the drilling school?

Iqdam M. R. Hashim

We were informed by Mr. Abd al lateef Mohamed Saeed that they have to 

train 700 employees annually from different disciplines.  We will focus on 

the IWCF certificates for drillers, the reason is that until now we have had 

very few drillers with this basic international certificate.  The IDC is not a 

school, it is a learning centre.

Closing comments

Iqdam M. R. Hashim

I am happy and proud to tell you all that our mission was accomplished 

successfully, we have more than we planned to have from this event.  We 

achieved this through your valuable contributions and discussions.  Once 

again with Getenergy we realise the importance of being together, to share 

and exchange our plans and ideas.  Thanks to you all for making it a big 

success.  Thanks to the staff here in the Cultural Centre in Basrah and thanks 

to our team in the Ministry of Oil.

Annex B: Minutes from Workshops
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Facilitator

One idea that has arisen from this event is the creation of an Iraq petroleum 

education and training alliance, as Getenergy and IPC we want to continue 

this meeting, not once a year, we want a vehicle to convene with you on a 

regular basis, I ask you to take an information sheet with you since in order 

to take this dynamic discussion and grouping forward we need your input 

and help.  There are bullet points on a piece of paper at the registration desk 

on the idea of keeping progress in this community we have put together.

Facilitators

• Norbert van Beelen, Shell

• Delio Guarnieri, ENI Corporate University

Vision

To develop a training institute for drilling and well services that will deliver 

professionally qualified staff to an international standard. It is critical 

this should be achieved as swiftly as possible, work “should have started 

yesterday”

Site introduction

Iraq Drilling College has obtained land for the development of a drilling 

school and shared plans with the group; 2,000mxm site

 50m

         90m

IDC suggested options for external company involvement with the school

1. Contract for three years to build and run the centre, before returning the 

IDC who will handle complete management 

2. Investment opportunity for external company

3. Joint Venture between two or more companies each investing money 

and lending expertise to the project

Workshop split into two groups to discuss initial issues with the current 

drilling qualification system in Iraq, and possible solutions for training 

future employees

1. Accreditation/ Certification

• Lack of international standard for drilling qualification – Iraq lacks a 

guideline to adhere to, which will ensure all future qualified employees 

meet an internationally recognised level.  

• Ensuring new employees are properly assessed on entrance, and 

continue to be assessed through career

Solutions; possible for IOCs to create in partnership with the Ministry, a 

joint committee, bringing their own best practice examples of individual 

accreditation means. Through this, it could form and agree upon a national 

standard for the Iraq drilling industry which would be recognised by all 

companies operating and hiring in the country. From this, it could look 

to spread an international standard, in that all employees being trained 

under this system would be recognised worldwide for having attained this 

accredited national standard. 

2. Competencies

• Ensuring the right training is being completed for the right person 

– assessing the competencies of new staff and aligning the training 

programme to this level. 

• Ensuring Iraq is providing a thorough base of training – language, 

training, management – again on a continuous basis for new and existing 

staff

Solution; the new Iraq Drilling School will in fact serve to support the 

whole technical field of drilling – well management, site recovery. This is 

likely to evolve into a Training Centre, for vocational purposes only. It will 

therefore add to, and not intend to replace existing training facilities in 

Iraq.

*** Training Matrix Chart on next page  ***

 =- 
Workshop Three - Flip Chart Notes
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 “Very efficient and wonderful organisation and arrangement” 

     - Mohammed Jawad, Professor, Baghdad University 
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Time 

Frame

Ongoing

1 year

6 months

6 months

Internal Structure

Regular assessment of staff by 

IOC/Ministry joint committee

TOEFL - IELTS 6 

Synthesis of IOC and language 

competencies

TOEFL - IELTS 5

Competencies – IOCs

Job description

Matrix of responsibilities

TOEFL - IELTS 4

Communication Skills

Physical Site 

On and off training

Building Complete

On-site training taking place

First stage of building 

completed

Begin preparations for 

onsite training

Begin construction

Begins plans regarding 

design, resources for training

Finance

Role of FDIs diminishes 

hiring increases

IOCs commit to hiring 

graduates

Continue search for 

FDIs, IOCs

Financial commitments

Work with ministry and 

FDIs

Outstanding challenges

 
   • Language barriers   • Competency model    • Governance
 

Training Matrix
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Participants       Organisation     
Bahram Maulood      American University of Iraq-Sulaimani
Haithem Al-Hassani      American University of Iraq-Sulaimani
Jill Jodrey        American University of Iraq-Sulaimani
Neama Hashim      Baghdad Oil Training Institute
Yosuf Ameer Babeer      Baghdad Oil Training Institute
Maha Abdul Ameer      Baghdad University 
Mohammed Al-Jawad     Baghdad University 
Abd Allah Mohamed Ali     Baiji Oil Training Institute
Abd Alsalam Esaa Naser     Baiji Oil Training Institute
Maher Saloom Hossain     Baiji Oil Training Institute
Jawad Shinyar      Baker Hughes
Abdalsatar Hamid Shneet     Basrah Oil Training Institute
Ahmad Abd Alkareem Hasan     Basrah Oil Training Institute
Ali Raheem Faiath      Basrah Oil Training Institute 
Amar Shihab A. Alhasan     Basrah Oil Training Institute 
Essam Fathil Badir      Basrah Oil Training Institute 
Kamal Dakhil Jabir      Basrah Oil Training Institute 
Mahamood Mohamed Abd     Basrah Oil Training Institute 
Wedad Ajeel Hasan      Basrah Oil Training Institute 
Abdul Zahra      Basrah University 
Peter Frey       Bell Amman
Gianfranco Mauriello       Eni 
Delio Guarnieri      Eni Corporate University
W. Lee Luthy       ExxonMobil Iraq
Jon Penny        ExxonMobil Iraq 
Mohamed Salah Abou Sayed     Gulf Reservoir Modelling Technology (ResModTec)
Serge Le Failler      IFP Training 
Abdul Lateef Mohamed Saeed     Iraq Drilling Company
Hasan Najim Abd Alaah     Iraq Drilling Company
Mohee Ahmad Yusif      Iraq Drilling Company
Ragad Faris Badir      Iraq Drilling Company
Ali Aliwi        Iraq Oil Report 
Laith Ali        Iraq Oil Report 
Fathil Abbas Hossain      Kirkuk Oil Training Institute
Hassan Maroof Omar      Kirkuk Oil Training Institute
Ramadan Nooraldeen Naser     Kirkuk Oil Training Institute
Igor Feok Tistov      Lukoil
Anton Gakhov      Lukoil Mid-East 
Mikhail Mikhaylov      Lukoil Overseas Baltic 
Abdulhadi Al-Bahraini     Luminus Group
Ibrahim Al-Safadi      Luminus Group
Ayad Ismail Jani      Ministry of Oil, Iraq
Abdul Faze Jabir      Missan Oil Company
Ali Warid Hmood      Missan Oil Company
Emad Ahmad Hadi      Missan Oil Company
Kasim Hasam Haydir      Missan Oil Company
Faiza Ahmad Tawfiq      MoO Training & Development Directorate
Iqdam M. R. Hashim      MoO Training & Development Directorate
Mohammed Hamdy Kareem     MoO Training & Development Directorate
Nihad Mosa      MoO Training & Development Directorate
Sabah Abdulkader Mohammed     MoO Training & Development Directorate
Anan Yakoub Yousif      North Oil Company 
Arjan Abdulmalek      North Oil Company 
Ebraheem Swady      North Oil Company 
Mohammed Khalaf Mohammed     North Oil Company 
Mohammed Khaled Abdulghani     North Oil Company 
Sabah Alkubaisy      North Oil Company 
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Participants       Organisation 
Saleh Yahya Eshaq      North Oil Company 
D. Falih  Mahdi  Doeem     Oil Exploration Company
Ghassan Majed  Tagildeen     Oil Exploration Company
Ms. Ekraam Kathim Ali     Oil Exploration Company
Andy Young       Olive Group 
Karim Osseiran      Petrofac Training Services
Philip Blewitt      Petrofac Training Services
D. Kareem Abdulhassan Alwan     Petroleum Research and Development Centre
D. Mohamed Naser Hossain     Petroleum Research and Development Centre
Nithal Jaleel Jabir      Petroleum Research and Development Centre
Mohamad Isham Isnin     Petronas
Rashdi Che Mohd Yusoff     Petronas
Hans Hoiskar      Petronor
Paul Ditchfield      Petronor
Clive Spencer      Petroskills
Ken Delve       Petroskills
Yasser Al-Qallaf      Petroskills
Ahmed Elsherif       Schlumberger Technical Services
Robert Wijmer      Shell (SIPD b.v) 
Norbert van Beelen      Shell Exploration & Production Dubai 
Mohammed Rasheed Majeed     Sonangol
Abd Almotalib Abd Alrazaak     South Oil Company 
Abd Alrahmaan Abd Alkareem     South Oil Company 
Abdul Allab Daham      South Oil Company 
Alaa Mosa Mohamed      South Oil Company 
Amad Mwonis Ali      South Oil Company 
Fallak Hassan Ali      South Oil Company 
Habeeb Rathy A.Alemaam     South Oil Company 
Hadi Daee Mohamed      South Oil Company 
Hadi Ramdaan      South Oil Company 
Haseb Atia Hany      South Oil Company 
Haydar Hasan Khalaf      South Oil Company 
Hsan Majed Mizel      South Oil Company 
Jafar Rekan      South Oil Company 
Jawad Hussein Ibrahim     South Oil Company 
Johayna Abd Alkader      South Oil Company 
Khalaf Mohsen Mohamed     South Oil Company 
Lamaan Ahmaad Mohey     South Oil Company 
Mahdi Badi Hossain      South Oil Company 
Makarim Jabbar      South Oil Company 
Mohammed Jassim Mishin     South Oil Company 
Mohammed Sadik Faiz     South Oil Company 
Nibras Fadhil Mahmood     South Oil Company 
Rasheed Sharhaan      South Oil Company 
Saad Mohamed Ali      South Oil Company 
Wooad Hashim Saleem     South Oil Company 
Adil  Faze Jabir      State Oil Marketing Organisation
Azhar Omran Hayat      State Oil Marketing Organisation
Saffah Haneef Hasan      State Oil Marketing Organisation
Brit Ragnhildstveit      Statoil 
Alain Gouriou      Total
Laurent Boulier       Total
Luc Sposito      Total
Philippe Le Taro      Total
Chip Cummins      Wall Street Journal
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The indispensable tool for anyone working in recruitment, education, training & 
human resources development in the global oil and gas industry.  

Industry Advisory Board:

getenergy bridge

Covering 28 key countries (and growing), getenergy bridge o�ers you access to:

The Global Quali�cation Mapper™, our unique and unparalleled international quali�cation comparison and 
assessment tool.

Education Fraud Prevention, we list every current quali�cation relevant to the oil & gas industry.

Education and Training Directory, covering every recognised educational institution and relevant private national and 
international training provider.

Essential and in-depth country-by-country information, including: key Government contact, local content 
requirments, National Oil Company training centres and sta� development projects, education and training needs, to 
name a few areas covered.

Detailed Oil Company Who’s Who of in-country education, training and human resources.

48 hour email response service. Complete user training & support, on-line, o�-line telephone & email coverege.

The Global Quali�cation Mapper™
A game-changer in understanding qualifications for the international Oil & Gas Industry.

The getenergy bridge Global Quali�cations Mapper™ tool 

enables instant comparison and conversion of quali�cations 

from one country to another providing a reference point for 

recruitment and education/training decisions as never before.

Most of the decisions about local requirement, training and 

quali�cations for non-national operators are made by non 

native sta�. They may have little or no experience of the 

national quali�cation system from the country where they are 

required to recruit and may well be bringing in employees or 

contractors from a third country which they have never visited.

What Our Customers Say
‘Eni International Resources Limited (EIRL) is working with getenergy bridge Ltd, as we believe in Getenergy’ vision that an integrated 
system which compiles and updates information with regards to training and education systems in the key countries of interest in oil 
and gas will be a highly valuable tool to the whole industry. This is particularly true for the training and recruitment functions. EIRL is 
delivering on its commitment as a member of the Technical Advisory Committee to provide an international perspective into this 
project.
Huma Qazi, International Resourcing & Training Manager, ENI International Resources    



We are pleased to announce that Getenergy Bridge was very well received 

during the Getenergy for IRAQ event held in Basrah on October 17th and 18th.  

Over the two day workshop we had the opportunity to discuss the Getenergy 

Bridge platform with representatives of each of the International Oil 

Companies present, as well as demonstrate the platform to those who had 

not had the opportunity to see it before.

The response was overwhelmingly positive and we are glad that the research 

we have committed for Iraq’s representation on the platform is regarded as 

being concise and of a very high quality by the organisations and individuals 

who will ultimately be using it.

In addition to our discussions with industry representatives, we also had the 

opportunity to complete training for Ministry of Oil staff.  The platform has 

since been released for use by the Ministry who, along with the Getenergy 

Bridge team in London, are keen to see the system used as the standard for 

recruitment and training professionals working in the Oil and Gas industry in 

Iraq.

Snapshot of getenergy bridge - IRAQ

Education and Training Needs
Iraq’s industry is moving towards International operating standards, requiring updated graduate study, 

updated lab equipment and the exposure of students to the latest field technologies. The Ministry of Oil 

is currently looking at simulator software for refining and drilling training.

To address the industry’s skills gaps, the Ministry of Oil has started defining competencies and writing 

job descriptions. It has short term plans to address training of mid management technical staff. Longer 

term, it has plans to prioritise leadership and talent development to ensure that Iraqi oil workers are able 

to progress their careers and that leaders of the future are identified and nurtured. The cost of training 

provision is an issue and the Ministry of Oil is looking at various e-learning technologies to identify where 

they might be best applied.

English language, IT and practical business skills are also particularly lacking. Training is needed in areas 

such as project and financial management, contract negotiation, report writing, feasibility studies, etc. 

Soft skills such as leadership, communication and cross-cultural awareness are also important focus 

areas.

Finally, the development of Iraq’s oil and gas workforce also depends on the skills of the personnel at the 

Ministry of Oil and within the HR and Training functions at the oil companies themselves. Staff will need 

to be able to undertake competency evaluation and mapping as well as design and implement career 

planning systems, performance management processes and leadership development programmes.

Education System Chart

Getenergybridge.com is a unique membership subscription service which requires a software licence. Full membership 
is only available to staff in oil/gas companies. Training and education providers can apply for associate membership. The 
system contains a wealth of information about education and training in the global oil and gas industry and provides full 
members with a remarkable tool to ‘transalate’ and compare qualifications from one country to another quickly, reliably and 
easily to help make informed recruitment decisions.

For all membership enquiries or a one-to-one webinar/demo, please contact our membership team;   team@getenergybridge.com 

The current provision of education and training is not always relevant to current industry needs and there is a need for improved dialogue between industry 

and suppliers of education and training. The Ministry of Oil is working to establish a Petroleum College in Basra. The Feasibility Study of the project has been 

completed by a team from The Ministry of Oil, South Oil Company, The Ministry of Higher Education, The Colorado School of Mines and Chevron. 

The college aims to be of international standard in all aspects and to be overseen by a Board of Trustees from The Ministry of Oil, The Ministry of Higher 

Education, Upstream National Oil Companies, Downstream National Oil Companies, International Oil Companies and The Dean of College.



GLOBAL EDUCATION AND TRAINING FOR ENERGY R

Sponsored by:

for RUSSIA & CIS 2010

Learning Arena Directory

19th - 20th May 2010, Moscow

Education and Training for 
the Oil and Gas Industry in 
Russia & CIS

In partnership with:

To do!
For the past seven years Getenergy has been bringing 

together the oil and gas industry with providers of 
education and training. 

In response to the fast changing oil and gas industry 

and the request from the governments and NOCs 
who have a�ended our global events, Getenergy has 

started running bespoke, country focused meetings on 

education and training of speci�c national markets.

 If you would like a Getenergy for your country, 
please speak to the Getenergy Team.


